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Cut the Corian with a 
Hole Saw 
• Drill part way through the 

Corian blank and flip it over to 
finish the cut.  This will make it 
easier to get the Corian 
unstuck from the Hole Saw.


Make a chuck to hold 
the Corian blank. 
• A tenon will be turned on a 

piece of poplar (scrap wood 
hanging around) so it can be 
held in a chuck. Then a small 
tenon the size of the hole in the Corian, will be cut and this will be the chuck to 
hold the Corian while the threads are cut.


OR







Make a more permanent jig 
• Use a very dense hardwood or Corian and drill an appropriate size hole and 

glue in a bolt. Size this bolt to a standard tap size and splurge for a good tap 
and the bit that goes with it. This chuck will last a very long time and does 
not take too much time or money to make.




Make the inside threads 
(the lid) 
• Mount the prepared Corian blank. 

Superglue it onto the wood chuck 
or use a shop made screw chuck.


• Turn the outside round.  


• If you are making a project -      
See Project Sheet


• Part into the Corian at the desired 
width for the insert.  I part in only slightly more than 1/2 way.


•  Remove the waste (center) so the threading tool will move freely.





•Check to make sure 
the sides are parallel.


•True up the face of the 
ring and slightly 
chamfer the inside 
corner - this will help in 
starting the threading 
process.


•Chase the inside 
threads.  When the 

threads are done, check 
to see if the sides are parallel. 




• Rough up the outside and the face of the ring with 80g. sandpaper.  This helps 
the epoxy better adhere to the ring.


• Part off the threaded ring - from the outside edge to the inside.


Make outside threads (the body) 
• If the Corian blank just used from the inside threads is big enough - use it.  

Otherwise, chuck up another blank and turn the outside true.


• Turn a short tenon on this blank that just fits inside the threads on the lid.


• Chase the outside threads until the you see thread marks start to appear on 
the tenon.  Test the fit often and stop threading when the lid has the fit you 
want. 


•  Part the threaded insert off from two 
directions to form a ring.  The inside of 
the ring should be as parallel as 
possible for a good fit on a tenon.  
See Project Sheet


Notes:


